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This Briefing will cover :

● What is the BPL?
● Medicals
● What you need before transitioning
● How to transition
● Getting current to transition
● Additional privileges

○ Groups & Classes
○ Commercial
○ Night Rating

● Timescales and deadlines
● Instructors & Examiners



This Briefing will NOT cover :

● Discussing whether the in process licensing transition is a good or bad thing
○ This talk is to support pilots in understanding what they should do so as to remain flying after 

8th December 2021 (notwithstanding Annex 1 balloons).

● Information for PUTs
○ Information and support for PUTs will be covered in the separate briefing on 13th Feb.

● Information regarding taking balloons to Europe (e.g for Metz)
○ The legal position is [as it has always been for the PPL(BA)], that a Class 2 medical is needed for flying outside 

the UK.
○ BBAC is looking at the particular case of Metz with a view to any possible alleviation on medicals.
○ BBAC is looking into the new situation for taking balloons to Europe in general, considering customs 

arrangements (Carnets)



What is the BPL?

Under Part BFCL, there is only one pilot licence for balloons, the Balloon Pilot Licence (BPL). 
As initially issued, it entitles the holder to fly Hot Air Balloons privately up to size ‘120’ in the UK or 
abroad (medical permitting). The pilot may then add additional privileges /ratings to the licence:

● Additional Groups (larger size bands of Hot Air Balloon)
● Additional Classes (Gas, Hot Air Airship and Mixed)
● Tether rating
● Night rating
● Commercial rating
● Instructor rating

There is no restriction on the number of on board from the 
licence, though the self-declared medical limit is 4.
Cost sharing is permitted up to 4 on board under Part BOP.

Definitions of size groups 
A: up to and including 120 (3,400 m3) 
B: above 120 up to and including 210 (3,401‐6,000 m3) 
C: above 210 up to and including 370 (6,001‐10,500 m3) 
D: above 370  (10,500 m3)



Medicals for the BPL

There is good news regarding medicals. CAA (DfT) has 
delivered on their promise to arrange that the BPL can be 
supported by the pilot medical self‐declaration, on the 
same basis as with the PPL(BA) and CPL(B)(Restricted).

*Due to the UK leaving EASA we have lost the right for 
use of a LAPL medical to support the UK BPL when 
flying in Europe.



What you need before transitioning

1. Pilots need valid / current medical certificate or declaration

2. Pilots need recency for base (hot air) licence of at least 6 hours including 10 take‐off & landings (10 flights) in last 24 
months.

3. Certified copies of relevant documents :
> Your photo ID (e.g Passport or Driving Licence)
> All relevant pages of your Pilots log book
> Your medical certificate (not needed for Self Declarations)

These will need certifying by an Examiner and signed as a true copy. * This can be done remotely. 

4. If you hold an FRTOL licence, you may need an English Language Proficiency (ELP) certificate. This is form SRG1199. 
This can be completed by a balloon examiner for native English speakers. You will need an language school to sign this off 
if English is not your native language.

○ Exceptions :
> If you have a FRTOL licence and on your Pilots licence confirms this AND states you have ELP.
> If you have a FRTOL licence and your ELP is on the BBAC Blue Card

If not, you will need to complete a ELP certificate.

Note - The previous requirement for an instructor flight has been cancelled and is not required.
Note - There is no requirement for recency for tethering, all PPL(BA) holders will be granted the tether rating.

BBAC is asking instructors & examiners to convert as soon as they can, since we need them for training new BPL students



Getting current to transition
To transition for the BPL you need 

at least 6 hours including 10 take‐off & landings (10 flights) in last 24 months.
OR if you have completed a GFT in the last 24 months you do not need to show currency.

To regain currency on your PPL(BA) (if you fell out of currency during covid you need) 
5 flights of at least 5 minutes in the preceding 13 months.

Due to different requirement of the BPL, it may be possible to get the BPL now and to be current without needing flights with instructors / examiners.

Example 1 :

During 2019 a pilot flew 10 flights P1 which equated to more than 6 hours flight 
time.
During 2020 the pilot chose not to fly due to Covid19

This pilot has lost currency on their PPL(BA) and would need to complete a flight 
test with an examiner, or 5 flights (of at least 5 minutes) with an instructor OR 
supervised solos before they can fly P1 again.
However
As they have the minimum requirement for their BPL they could transition now and 
once they receive the licence they would be legal to fly P1 straight away*

*The BBAC would advise that in this situation the pilot is cautious on their return to 
flying as they haven't flown for a long time.

Example 2 :

During 2019 a pilot flew 6 flights P1 which equated to more than 5 hours flight time.
During 2020 the pilot chose not to fly due to Covid19

This pilot has lost currency on their PPL(BA) and would need to complete a flight 
test with an examiner, or 5 flights (of at least 5 minutes) with an instructor OR 
supervised solos before they can fly P1 again.

In order to prepare to transition to the BPL they need to log another 4 flights P1 with 
a flight time to bring them above the 6 hour threshold. - Remember that the last 24 
months is rolling so flights completed in spring 2019 may ‘fall off’ and therefore 
more flights would be needed.

Flights completed with an examiner or instructor, or as a supervised solo should be 
logged as P1s and therefore can count towards the 6 hours / 10 flights required.



How to transition

You will need to complete the transition form (SRG1104B) 
which is available on CAA website.

You will need to provide certified copies of documents / logbooks to avoid sending originals 
to CAA (certified by an examiner or a few other approved people).

You will need to pay the conversion fee. 
This is £77.
To also pay for a reissue of a national licence (PPL or CPL) this is an additional £38

Your BPL is valid for life.

You need to have converted by 8th December 2021 or risk being limited to only flying Annex I 
balloons until you gain your BPL.

Pilots are advised to convert by late summer.

Please bear in mind that glider pilots also have to work on the same timescales and CAA will 
be busy.

There is a detailed crib sheet guide on how to complete the form on the licencing page of the BBAC website 



Additional privileges - Groups & Classes

Larger Hot Air Balloons (Groups)

Pilots wanting larger hot air size groups get them by showing evidence on the largest group they want to take to the BPL 
of EITHER 2 fights as pilot in command within the previous 4 years

       OR  1 instructor flight or C of T within the previous 4 years.

*Note this is controlled by Part BFCL size groups, so if you want group B, 
a 120 is too small.

Gas, Mixed or Hot Air Airship (Classes)

Pilots wanting gas and/or hot air airship classes will need to be recent on those (3 hours in last 24 months).

Adding Additional Privileges once you have the BPL

Once converted to the BPL you will be able to apply to add additional ratings if you wish.
Full details on the requirements for each rating can be found on the BBAC website on the licencing page in the pilots’ 
section of the members’ website.

Definitions of size groups 
A: up to and including 120 (3,400 m3) 
B: above 120 up to and including 210 (3,401‐6,000 m3) 
C: above 210 up to and including 370 (6,001‐10,500 m3) 
D: above 370  (10,500 m3)



Additional privileges - Commercial

How to keep commercial privileges

For CPL(B) holders of all types, the commercial operations rating is granted automatically provided your CPL(B) is current 
(validated - meaning the Certificate of Revalidation is up to date). 
It can only be used for CPB flying in groups corresponding to the size group (or a smaller group) flown at the last C of T (proficiency 
check).

For holders of the CPL(B) without a current, valid C of T or C of E, the revalidation process under UK law requires you to do a flight test 
equivalent to a C of T. It is not possible to create a new C of E if the last one has expired. 

Adding Additional Privileges once you have the BPL

Once converted to the BPL you will be able to apply to add additional ratings if you wish.
Full details on the requirements for each rating can be found on the BBAC website on the licencing page in the pilots’ section of the 
members’ website.



Additional privileges - Night Rating

How to keep or get night rating

For the night rating, three are possible cases: 

● If you have the night rating (no restriction to day only flying) on your UK PPL(BA) now, that will translate to the BPL night rating.

● If you have done at least two instructor flights at night of at least one hour each**, then you qualify for the BPL night rating.

● If you have done at least two flights as PIC at night (based on your CPL(B) not being restricted to day only flying) totalling at 
least two hours** then you qualify for the BPL night rating.

** times are of legal night period, not total flight time

Adding Additional Privileges once you have the BPL

Once converted to the BPL you will be able to apply to add additional ratings if you wish.
Full details on the requirements for each rating can be found on the BBAC website on the licencing page in the pilots’ section of the 
members’ website.



Timescales and deadlines

Pilots have up until 8th December 2021 to convert and receive your BPL from the CAA.

If you do not convert by this time, you will be limited to flying Annex I balloons.

What happens if I leave it to convert in 2022?
We don’t currently know what will happen if you don’t convert by 8th December 2021.
We would expect this would involve some training, exams and probably a skill test.

Instructors and Examiners should try to convert ASAP if they haven’t already in order to train and examine 
students already training on the BPL pathway.



Pause for Questions

If we didn’t manage to answer your question this evening, 
or if you would rather email us privately please contact :

bbac.zoom@btinternet.com

Please consult the BBAC Briefing documents before contacting us.

Please bear with us as we are getting a lot of individual queries.

Please remember we are a small team of volunteers with ‘real jobs’, it may take some time to respond to everyone.



Instructors
To Transition
BPL FI(B) certificate will be issued to BBAC instructors provided they have both:

● 6 hours instruction performed within last 3 years or instructor checkout passed within last 3 years
● One instructor day (i.e. instructor refresher training) attended within last 3 years

Under Part BFCL, instructors receive specific training modules on instruction for tether / instruction for night / for training of instructors. 
All transitioning instructors to FI(B) will be deemed trained for tether.
Night training will require endorsement from BBAC plus holding the night rating.
To train instructors requires endorsement from BBAC plus meeting Part BFCL requirement of having done 50 hours of regular instruction.

FI(B) instructors will register with the BBAC DTO and then are able to instruct for the BPL.

Maintaining the FI(B) Rating 
The FI(B) rating has unlimited validity so you will not need to periodically renew / pay but you will have to maintain recency as follows:

● 6 hours instruction within last 3 years.
For examiners: skill tests, proficiency checks and assessments of competence can be counted towards the 6 hours for their FI(B)

● One refresher course (“instructor day”) at DTO within last 3 years. There is no mandated flying element to the refresher course.
● Within last 9 years have done one instructional flight under supervision



Examiners
Examiners are able to examine for ratings and privileges they hold themselves.

To examine for commercial operation tests and checks you must hold the rating yourself and complete a specific 
training module during a standardisation course.

To examine for the FI(B) (instructor) assessment of competence you must have at least 350 hours PIC and 5 hours training instructors plus 
complete a specific training module during a standardisation course

There is a vested interest limit of 50%. 
This means an examiner can examine a student for whom they have done a maximum of 50% of the training.

To Transition
Examiners who are current in UK system will get the equivalent in Part BFCL.
TRE‐only examiners have to become full examiners.

Maintaining the FE(B) Certificate 
Examiner Certificate is valid for 5 years.
To re-validate the Certificate you must :

● Conduct a skill test, proficiency check or assessment of competence within final 24 months of the validity period of your Certificate, 
supervised by CAA inspector or by an examiner authorised by CAA

● Complete an examiner refresher course 
Note: examiners still have to maintain themselves as instructors



Final Questions

If we didn’t manage to answer your question this evening, 
or if you would rather email us privately please contact :

bbac.zoom@btinternet.com

Please consult the BBAC Briefing documents before contacting us.

Please bear with us as we are getting a lot of individual queries.

Please remember we are a small team of volunteers with ‘real jobs’, it may take some time to respond to everyone.



Thank you for attending tonight’s presentation.

If you have any feedback for us, 
would like to request an additional talk for your group, club or region, 

or to ask any further questions please feel free to contact me directly at:

vicechair@bbac.org



Welcome to the BBAC Member’s Day

The next talk will start shortly


